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AUCTION

Embark on a journey through time with this listing featuring a celebrated house in Morpeth – a property that has graced

the hands of a prominent local resident and is now ready for a new owner to script its next chapter!Key Features:Rich

Heritage: This property has been a witness to Morpeth's history, having been owned by a distinguished local resident.

Immerse yourself in the rich heritage and stories that echo within its walls.Prominent Location: Nestled in the heart of

Morpeth, this house stands as a testament to the town's evolution. Enjoy the prestige of being part of a community where

legacy meets the future.Flexible Zoning: The property's zoning allows for versatile use – residential, business, or a

combination of both. Explore the potential for a unique home, a boutique business, or a blend of live-work space.Endless

Potential: Embrace the timeless architectural style that defines this residence. Unleash your creativity and reimagine this

prominent house into a stunning masterpiece, it offers a canvas for restoration and preservation of Morpeth's

architectural legacy.Community Connection: Acquiring this property means more than owning a house – it means

becoming a custodian of Morpeth's history. Contribute to the town's cultural tapestry and leave your mark on its ongoing

narrative.Auction Excitement: Be part of the auction buzz! Join us as we pass the torch from one Morphet enthusiast to

the next. Auction Details:Date: 23rd March 2024Time: 2:00pmLocation: On site – 49 Swan Street MORPETHDon't miss

out on this incredible opportunity to breathe life into a Morpeth classic. Join us at the auction and be part of the

transformation. Contact us today to schedule a viewing and start envisioning the limitless possibilities that await you!


